
More on this Current Time in the Kingdom
(April 2019)

Following on from the prophetic insight I was given concerning the current season we are in,1 a time when
Forerunners are leading the vanguard for the restoration of all things, this is an update. More information is
being received to cement this time in our understanding and to equip us with the knowledge we need to
move forward without deviation. There will be glory rising alongside the rise of darkness, so we must focus
on where we are going and make sure we are aligning with Heaven every step of the way. Read on!

KINGDOM NOTES

Mike Parsons

(extract from his teaching on the 16-3-2019)

“Jesus has reconciled only a certain, select group of people, according to what most of us have believed, in
order  to  present  us  blameless  and beyond reproach.  We  have  limited  the  scope of  this  reconciliation,
thinking  it  could  not  possibly  include  everyone  and  everything.  Inevitably,  different  groups  have  had
different opinions about who is in and who is out.

Everyone and everything is included. Jesus reconciled all things to Himself. If Jesus did it already, no one
needs to do anything more. There is nothing we can do to make ourselves holy and blameless and beyond
reproach because He already did it. He died our death, dealt with our separation and brought us back into
a restored relationship…

The restoration of all things is based on the victory of the cross over all things that would hinder our
reconciliation and restoration to relationship.

All  judgment  and  justice  are  based  on  the  victory  of  the  cross  over  sin,  death  and  the  grave;  every
hindrance or legal obstacle is overcome. Jesus holds the keys of death and of Hades2 and He is using them
to unlock the door, not lock it. That is totally contradictory to some of our belief systems. God has opened
access to everyone. The gates of the New Jerusalem are never shut. Everyone is included, no one excluded.

The power of the resurrection has defeated death (and it is what enables everything to be restored). The
resurrection has overcome death and grace now reigns… 

God is not holding anything related to sin against the world and is restoring all things, first to original
condition and then to His original intention. God is looking for all things to grow and mature from their
original condition to fulfil their potential, His original intention. Original condition is just the start: there is
more to come!” 3

Ron McGatlin
(extract from his teaching on the 7-3-2019)

“Some structures that have served greatly in the past spiritual era are now coming to an end. Their fruit
will remain only in the enriched soil provided by their dissolving that will grow the new spiritual era from
the seed of Christ.

Since  the  late  1980s,  God  has  been  speaking  through  called  and chosen  apostolic/prophetic  trumpets
regarding the new era that we entered some time around the start of the new millennium. Many articles and
books have been written and many more will be written bringing pieces and parts of the vast array of
endings and beginnings of the new era. The changes in the new era are far too extensive to address in one
article or even one book. 

1 – “Not Just Another Faith System”      (canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Not-Just-Another-Faith-System.pdf)
2 – Revelation 1:17
3 – “261. The Final Judgment”  (freedomarc.blog/2019/03/16/261-the-final-judgment)
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Some general categories of significant change are:

• From the shadows of religious form and rituals to spiritual reality 

• From dead religion to intimate spiritual relationship 

• From studying about God to experiencing Him by the Spirit 

• From knowing about God to intimately knowing Him and being known of Him 

• From intellectually discerning the Bible to receiving revelation of the living written word by the
Spirit 

• From going to “church” to being the church (ekklesia) 

• From a “church” growth emphasis to receiving the kingdom of God 

• From striving to keep New Testament rules to living and walking in the Spirit 

• From hoping to escape from the world to victoriously overcoming the world by the power of Christ
in us by His Spirit 

• From pastor-ruled clergy/laity “church” to gatherings under the headship of Christ by the Spirit
with the spiritually mature ones (elders) training the immature 

• From hierarchical “church” systems to relational apostolic networking 

• From limiting spiritual function to a segment of our compartmentalized lifestyles to being led of the
Spirit throughout every facet of our unified non-segmented lifestyles 

• From an immature child of mixture (individually and as a corporate Body) to mature pure and holy
sons of God, joint heirs with Christ Jesus 

• From seeing the grace of God as a whitewash covering for our continued weakness and sinfulness to
receiving the grace of God as empowerment to live holy lives 

• From the beginning of wisdom in obedience by fear of God to the mature wisdom of experiencing the
love of God 

• From chasing after the things of God to resting in His presence and provision 

• From a scattered people with spots of contamination and wrinkles of impurity to a pure and holy
purified Body of Christ becoming the prepared Bride of Christ 

This massive change is much more than a generational changing of the guard. It is in its final reality, the
dissolving of the ways of life we have known and the coming of heaven’s ways of life. Great shaking will
bare the foundations of life and expose their origin. Every area of life on earth must stand on the foundation
of Christ Jesus. That which is built on the foundations will be built from the pattern of the rule of God from
heaven.

Ultimately  all  human  life  and  activity  will  be  transformed  including  business,  family,  education,
government, worship, and every facet of life. The cross of Christ – the precious shed blood of Jesus has
purchased the redemption of the world.  The resurrected Christ  in whom is all  the fullness of God, all
authority, all power, all love, all wisdom, and all glory abiding in His holy people on earth is worthy and
fully capable to complete the work of redemption of the world. Christ Jesus, the one through whom all
things were created, came to earth sent of the Father to save the world.

Do not be discouraged when you see the crumbling and dissolution of the world around you. I have come
to cleanse and renew My world and My people. Do not fear when the mountains fall and the seas roar as
My pure and holy love invades the world of evil dissolving the vile from among the precious faithful of
My choosing. Again, the heavens and the earth shall rejoice – Behold the Lamb in all His glory – My son
in whom I am well pleased.” 4

4 – Ron McGatlin “FAITH THAT REMAINS – The End of an Era of God”  (OpenHeaven.com Digest March 07, 2019)
     www.openheaven.com/2019/03/05/openheaven-com-digest-march-07-2019 
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Laurence

(extract from a prophetic journal message on the 27-3-2019)

“You’re right to see sonship as the primary focus. This is essential. Nothing outside of our relationship
together is more important. Why, you ask? You were created to be a son, so being reborn spiritually is your
entrance, your adoption, into my family, but that’s only the beginning. Like a baby who’s born into the world
has to grow up and eventually become an adult, participating in society, this is what it is like for you. It is
strange to me that many who come into my family jump straight into my life giving no thought to the process
of growth and development. I understand that they are not being taught this, but life mirrors spiritual life
and it  is  patently  obvious  that  a newborn or  toddler  can’t  perform life  as adults  do.  This has been a
significant problem of the Christian religion. No more!

I am working with those who will work with me, to create an ‘army’ of sons who will be about my business
on Earth. No more will I contend with the rebellion of those who call me “Father”. No more will I look for
those who will comply with my wishes. It’s time that these ceased. In this season I am raising up an ‘army’
of workers for my Kingdom, like I did with Gideon. Many will be called and will marshal to be trained, but
I will sift them to find those who are appropriately fit for the task ahead. No longer will I put up with
complacency. 

No longer will I suffer the rebellion of my people. Like the Jews who rebelled, I am working to sort out
those who are really for me and those who are against me. True, they call me “Father” with their mouths,
but their heart is far from me. They look to their own interests and to the interests of the system they belong
to. The Kingdom is THE system that requires complete and total allegiance. Nothing is more important than
this.

So, be prepared for my sifting to filter the ‘mob’. Many will be demobbed as I search their hearts and minds
to see what their allegiances are. They will know that I have sifted them and they will know that they fail to
measure up. However, in their heart-of-hearts they will ‘turn a blind eye’ to what they know and will pursue
their own goals. Consequently, they will drift away in this era of my Kingdom. This will be a slow and
gradual process as I take my hand off their lives [bit by bit]. 

Life comes from me. Real, genuine life comes from me and this is what they will lose. True, they will still
live life in the natural, but the Kingdom life they see in others will become unattainable for them. This will
be their choice, after all, it’s all about a matter of their heart attitude. 

Today, I make it known that I will now measure a person solely on their heart. My grace is being restrained
as it did with the Jews of old and the hearts of people will become manifest to a greater level. I am looking
for compliance. 

I am looking for those who will be prepared to or have already given everything up for me. These I will put
my abundant life into. These sons, this small number of sons, will taste of the goodness of my Kingdom. By
no means do I mean ‘small’ as in a few. By ‘small’ I mean compared to the number who consciously claim
me as their God, the number is small in comparison. I want to make this clear: The number is large, but,
like Gideon’s army the bulk of those who ‘put their hand up’ will not measure up. This is disappointing, but
it is the way of humanity.

Today I call you to perfectly align with me in your heart and to display this in the way you live. I will give
you days of life on earth because this is my good pleasure to do so, but your days must be mine. By that I
mean, you are to learn to live for me – me only. My Son demonstrated this when he was on Earth and he is
your model. Model yourself after him in his attitudes and relationship with me.” 5

5 – “The Critical Importance of Sonship in this Era of the Kingdom”
       (canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/The-Critical-Importance-of-Sonship-in-this-Era-of-the-Kingdom-27-3-2019.pdf)
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Amanda Shiflett

(extract from a prophetic message on the 23-4-2019)

“Many things not built on His rule and His kingdom, but on the kingdoms of man and on their thoughts and
plans, will be brought down. This will happen in His church more than any other mountain, although it will
happen in many other spheres of influence.

The Lord is getting ready to begin a  reconstruction of much of His house! He will take many structures
down to the studs, and others down to the foundation, before He begins to build again. Some things have
been tolerated by the Lord for some time, but they were not His plan, and they are no longer serving His
purpose, and some never did. Some were the traditions of men, and although many were fine and good in
their own way, some were not, and they have become a stumbling block to His ultimate purpose for His
ekklesia. These things will need to be brought down, as they are hindering the flow of His Spirit. If they are
not brought down by leadership, the Lord Himself will deal with them and bring them down.

It is time for His Spirit to flow freely once again. If He has to tear everything down, and start again with
just  the  foundation,  then  He  will.  Other  structures  within  the  kingdom  are  faulty  even  down  to  the
foundation, and they will be completely brought to the ground.

The plumbline of the Lord will be released in His house, and everything that does not line up with His
structure and His purposes will be brought down or reconstructed by Him.

Many churches and ministries will falter, and some even fall apart this year and over the next several years,
but this is not for utter destruction, but simply so He can rebuild according to His plans. For those who
must go through this…do not get discouraged if you are one of these. Do not give up hope or vision.

The Lord is shaking everything out into the open, that it may be dealt with, and that His purposes may be
revealed in and through His church. There are some things that have been compromised, but He is giving an
opportunity  for those things to  be corrected,  reconstructed properly and set in place according to His
blueprints. Only those who will not surrender to His will and His reconstruction will be brought to ruin, but
that is never His purpose. His purpose is for reconstruction and restoring, if they will repent, surrender and
allow Him to do the work in them and their ministries.

Now is the time for the shaking and rebuilding that has begun to come to a pinnacle. He is doing a new
thing, and His new wine cannot be contained in old wineskins, so we must embrace all that the Lord has
purposed to do in this new era!” 6

Wanda Alger

(extract from a prophetic message on the 12-4-2019)

“There is a rising group of men and women of God who have been hidden but have been prepared for a
mission. They are being called by the Spirit of God to prepare a future generation of kingdom ambassadors
who are going to shift culture and transform the earth. Because of the call on their lives, their journey has
not been about them, but those following them. The Lord is calling forth history makers who carry a burden
for family and a vision for kingdom expansion. There are many in this season who are being called as
spiritual fathers and mothers to raise up sons and daughters and plant the seeds for emerging nations. If
this is you, the Lord is saying, "Don't look for your own platform; you are to be a platform for others".

In a day when many seek platforms for their ministry to grow and venues for their voice to be heard, the
Lord  is  raising  up  men  and  women  of  God  who  have  the  faith  of  Abraham to  contend  for  a  future
generation.  These are men and women with a God-given passion,  zeal and prophetic  burden for their
posterity—their sons and daughters after them. These are present-day "saints of old" to whom heaven is
drawing,  empowering  and  granting  increased  favor  in  order  to  establish  a  legacy  so  secure  and  a
generation so powerful, nothing will stop the increase of His government on the earth…

6 – “The Lord Is Getting Ready to Reconstruct Much of His House!”
     www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/41131-prophecy-the-lord-is-getting-ready-to-reconstruct-much-of-his-house 
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The prophesied sons and daughters who are now emerging in this generation7 cannot mature and develop
apart from spiritual fathers and mothers who nurture and disciple them. Beyond academic training and
ministry development, it is the heart of fathers and mothers to build character from the inside out. They are
the ones who walk alongside these future change agents through the various seasons of life to impart the
grace, perspective and needed wisdom to withstand the coming storms. It is these patriarchs and matriarchs
whom heaven is calling forth with a vision beyond themselves to disciple entire nations…” 8

Dawn Hill

(extract from a prophetic message on the 11-4-2019)

“In the past four years, God has been teaching me more and more about how to draw closer to Him when it
seemed easier to retreat in times of personal warfare. I can remember in 2015, standing in my garage and
crying out  to  the  Lord during  a very dark time.  Seasons and situations  come like this  and  instead of
reacting, we as the Bride of Christ must learn to respond. Not only that, but we must run toward intimacy
with Him, and not for vindication or the entangling web of bitterness. You will find out where you are in
your personal relationship with God by where you run when hell rages and flesh manifests.

One of the greatest genes of the Father that we must have ingrained in our spiritual DNA as sons of God is
forgiveness. We are repeatedly instructed to forgive and to not grow bitter… 

Forgiveness is freedom. One thing I am learning in my walk with the Lord is that I cannot afford to be
intimate with unforgiveness. It is a redirection of affection that should be surrendered to God. Intimacy with
Christ is not simply in the times when all is well. It is also in the times when you have to speak by faith, "It
is well… "

This is part of the Good News. Jesus has given us a New Covenant, and part of the covenant calls us higher
into His ways. Intimacy is the high call, and in order to demonstrate true and pure intimacy with Him, we
live out what we have heard in the secret place.

Are you hearing retribution in the secret place? Are you hearing retaliation in the secret place? In all
humility, I pose this statement: Things like this are not found in the secret place but in the secret places of
our hearts, where the light of Christ is to illuminate and push back darkness so healing can come… 

As I personally go through seasons that would be better with a convenient fast-forward button, there are
lessons in the difficult times. The lessons come in the growth of asking God to examine my heart and to bend
to His ways. The relationship grows when we run toward and not away from Him.

When you are truly intimate with God, things are exposed that need exposing. In those moments, areas of
brokenness are made whole, and pruning can come forth. We must allow God to not only cut the branch of
bitterness if it is there, but to strip it out at the root. We yield to the digging up of even a seed of resentment,
because once that seed dies, something begins to grow and soon, we die spiritually.

Beloved, run to the Bridegroom in every season. Let the weight of glorious intimacy with Him mark you. I
believe part of the cleansing needed in the body of Christ is a deluge of forgiveness of others and of self.” 9

7 – See Romans 8:19
8 – “A Prophetic Call for Patriarchs and Matriarchs to Rise Up and Make History” 
     www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/41009-a-prophetic-call-for-patriarchs-and-matriarchs-to-rise-up-and-make-history 
9 – “God Wants to Do Surgery on His People”
      www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/40995-prophetic-word-god-wants-to-do-surgery-on-his-people 
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OPPOSITIONAL NOTES
Jonathan van Maren
(extract from a blog article on the 11-4-2019)

“[T]he  declining  influence  of  Christianity  on  American  politics—something  that  is  enthusiastically
heralded by progressives—is no cause for celebration. The post-religious Right will be nastier and have a
far greater tendency to nativism unhampered by the demands of Christian charity, and the dissolution of
Christian moral constraints on both the Left and the Right will give rise to a politics of raw power with a
greater emphasis on ‘us versus them’. As Ross Douthat put it in the New York Times, religious conservatives
"actually tried minority outreach, it sent billions to fight AIDS in Africa, it pursued criminal justice reform
in the states". But because of "trends toward secularization and individualism", that Religious Right is
disappearing—but “without the pull of transcendence, the future of the right promises to be tribal, cruel,
and very dark indeed".

In short, a post-Christian America will be a meaner, more polarized, less charitable, and unhappier place.
As many before me have already pointed out, many of America’s current struggles have their roots in this
growing spiritual vacuum, and these worrisome trends indicate that these struggles will only increase in the
years ahead. That vacuum will be filled, and we may not like what will come in to replace the Christianity
spurned by the descendants of those who treasured it. For as G.K. Chesterton once purportedly said, "When
Man ceases to worship God he does not worship nothing, but worships everything".” 10

Example: One Type of Christian that Attacks will come from

“The most recent case in point is Democratic presidential candidate and South Bend, Indiana mayor,
Pete Buttigieg. At a recent fundraiser, he said of his same-sex “marriage”: “[it] has made me a
better man [and]…moved me closer to God. If being gay was a choice, it was a choice that was made
far above my pay grade.”

He then added, somewhat out-of-the-blue: “That’s the thing I wish the Mike Pences of the world
would understand, that if you have a problem with who I am, your problem is not with me. Your
quarrel, sir, is with my creator.”… 

Unsurprisingly,  the  secular  press  has  claimed that  this  new culturally-conformed Christianity  as
articulated by Mayor Pete will, of course, win the day. Terry Mattingly at Get Religion noted USA
Today’s  almost  “evangelistic  tone” in reporting  Buttigieg’s  words,  and how they  wrote as  if  the
mayor’s reading of the Bible is a defensible theological position.

The reality, of course, is that the mayor’s quarrel isn’t with Mike Pence. His quarrel is with the clear
texts of Scripture that both identify what marriage is and what it is for, as well as how homosexual
behavior is sinful. His quarrel is with natural law, reflected in the biological roles our bodies play
and  the  universally  embraced  connection  of  marriage  and  procreation,  even  by  societies  not
influenced  by  Christian  morality.  And  of  course,  his  quarrel  is  with  2,000  years  of  unanimous
Christian witness on marriage and sexual morality.

As Everett Piper wrote at the Washington Times in reply to Mayor Pete, we don’t get to make up our
own version of Christianity. The faith delivered once for all is a faith delivered—it was delivered to
the saints. It’s a revealed faith. The religions we make up based on our feelings are different religions
altogether.

Buttigieg may feel that his same-sex relationship has somehow brought him closer to God, but it has
not.  “If  you love me”, Jesus says in John 14:15, “you will  keep my commandments”. Now, gay
people aren’t singled out by Jesus’ words here, but they are absolutely included.

And to be clear, Mike Pence’s feelings on the issue aren’t of any more authority than Mayor Pete’s
feelings. No, this decision was made way above either man’s pay grade.”11

10 – “Why post-Christian America will be a meaner, unhappier place” 
      www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/why-post-christian-america-will-be-a-meaner-unhappier-place 
11 – John Stonestreet & G. Shane Morris (22-4-2019) “BreakPoint: The False God of Feelings – Mayor Buttigieg’s Pro-Gay Christianity”
        www.breakpoint.org/2019/04/breakpoint-the-false-god-of-feelings 
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Jeremiah Johnson

(extract from a blog article on the 25-4-2019)

The Kingdom prophets and prophetically gifted saints who have come out of the Christian religion
will find this type of prophetic voice our strongest opposition. (Read below) Sounds perfect, but what
is the foundation of the speaker.

These focus on revival in the church and the all-sufficency of the Bible. We focus on the Trinity and
hearing directly  from the throne.  Therefore,  they will  not  approve of  us.  We will  be opposed as
heretics, “sheep in wolves clothing” and false prophets, because our truth comes from the Truth
himself, not the Bible. 

We need to be prepared for this type of attack and rely on the King to be our justifier and judge. All
we must do is focus on is speaking the words of the King and demonstrating his Kingdom.

“God is raising up end time prophetic messengers who will proclaim Jesus Christ and all of His glory to the
ends of the earth. Even now, these lovesick forerunners are preparing the bride to meet their bridegroom
King. The Word of God burns inside of them like fire in their bones that they cannot contain. They are daily
experiencing intimate encounters with the Son of God as they sit with Him and learn how to meditate upon
His Word day and night.

These sons and daughters will help usher in revival to the church, centered upon the knowledge of God and
encountering the person of Jesus. This company of burning and shining lamps will devour the Word of God.
They will say "yes" to fresh encounters on the road to Emmaus where the unveiling of Christ will be made
known to them through the Law, the Psalms, the Prophets and the New Testament.  As these prophetic
messengers learn to walk the road to Emmaus, they will  continually invite others to join them on this
incredible pursuit for the truth that can only be found in God's Word.”12

>>>> More to come, but you must keep watching and listening <<<<

Laurence
30-4-2019
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)
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12 – “God Is Raising Up End-Times Prophetic Messengers” 
        (www.charismamag.com/blogs/prophetic-insight/41171-prophecy-god-is-raising-up-end-times-prophetic-messengers)
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